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3 of 4 review helpful Instant classic By Betsy Seifter In the Land of the Living is a spectacular novel combining 
brilliant literary technique with a high stakes rollercoaster narrative that takes you places both familiar and strange Set 
in Cleveland land of the burning river and sports catastrophes too numerous to name its theme is early loss Leo is three 
when his father dies leaving him with shards of memory flee A dazzling story of fathers sons and brothers bound by 
love divided by history The Auberons are a lovably neurotic infernally intelligent family who love and hate each other 
and themselves in equal measure Driven both by grief at his young mother s death and war with his distant abusive 
immigrant father patriarch Isidore almost attains the life of his dreams he works his way through Harvard and then 
medical school he marri From Booklist The pursuit of happiness in America has moved from being just an aspiration 
to a founding mythology In Ratner rsquo s novel mythology is often a compelling but shackling inheritance The 
narrative 
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